Y’all are crazy!!

...was the reaction from a fellow police officer in Alabama after he saw photos of the recent Polar Plunge. He may be right and certainly some may be a little crazier than others, but it was for a great cause. Many members of the office, kicked off by Sheriff Leslie, took part in the South Metro Law Enforcement Polar Plunge for Special Olympics Minnesota by jumping in the bone chilling waters of Crystal Lake on February 24th. A total of 680 plungers jumped into the icy water and raised $146,000 for Minnesota Special Olympic athletes. Deputy Jennifer Lenarz was once again instrumental in the organization of the event. The DCSO’s Dive Team had a front row seat to make sure no one sank to the bottom, but was also responsible for cutting the hole in the ice the day before. The ice was well over two feet thick. But no worries y’all, it should be gone by mid-June.

Waterlogged...

Speaking of the Dive Team, two long-time Dive Team members recently hung up their flippers. Thank you to Detective Amber Hentges (14 years) and Sergeant Thomas Jacobson (nine years) for their years of Dive Team service.

Vitals App...

The Sheriff’s Office and 11 city police departments within the county are soon to begin using a mobile app on their phones designed to help officers effectively respond to encounters with vulnerable children and adults. The phone app “Vitals” is gaining traction and allows people with special needs or their caregivers to create profiles with specific details about the person’s condition. The members carry a special card with them and when an officer comes...
Several new employees began their careers with us recently and we are proud to have them on board. Pictured left to right are Correctional Deputy Tsha Vang, Electronic Forensic Analyst Derrick Warnecke, and Correctional Deputies Sara Steva, Robert Erickson, Katherine Guanzini, Nicholas Abernathy, Devinn Metz, Thomas Kluck, Jonathan Overland, and Brady Ruark.

The Future’s Looking Bright...

Great job by our Explorers, who recently competed in the Chief’s Cup Competition in St. Paul. They took first place in Traffic Stops, Search and Arrest, and Domestic Assault Response. Thanks to our Explorer Advisors for their leadership and commitment to the post.

Community Partnerships...

Sheriff Leslie and Sergeant Dawanna Witt recently attended the Black, White and Blue Forum. The forum was hosted by Dr. Charles Karuku, senior pastor at International Outreach Church in Burnsville. We appreciate the opportunity to connect and build new relationships within our communities!